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Abstract
Family health history (FHH) has potential value in many
health care settings. This review discusses the potential uses
of FHH information in primary care and the need for tools
to be designed accordingly. We developed a framework in
which the attributes of FHH tools are mapped against these
different purposes. It contains 7 attributes mapped against
5 purposes. In considering different FHH tool purposes, it is
apparent that different attributes become more or less important, and that tools for different purposes require different implementation and evaluation strategies. The context
in which a tool is used is also relevant to its effectiveness. For
FHH tools, it is unlikely that ‘one size fits all’, although appreciation of different purposes, users and contexts should facilitate the development of different applications from single FHH platforms.
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Introduction

Family health history (FHH) has always been ‘a core
element of clinical care’ [1]. It is widely recognized as offering insight into the shared genetic, environmental
and cultural factors within families, which together influence an individual’s susceptibility or resilience to
many medical conditions [2]. It is suggested that systematically collecting and using FHH information may contribute to personalized health care [1, 3]. However, the
empirical evidence is currently inadequate to draw conclusions about the actual utility of FHH tools in routine
practice [1, 4–6]. The main problem was summed up in
a systematic review [4], which ‘… failed to identify a simple generic tool which can be immediately applied in
primary care … Each of the [family history questionnaires] included in the review represents a unique tool
and thus presents different ways of wording questions
relating to family history. There was no congruency regarding the manner in which family history questions
were framed …’.
An ideal FHH tool would be simple and versatile and
applicable to a number of different clinical purposes.
However, we suggest that the diversity of these purposes
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Information versus Tools

Many publications on the topic of FHH tools have
focused on information rather than tools. This ignores
practicalities of data collection and interpretation, and
assumes that providers have easy access to sufficiently
complete and accurate information for their clinical
purposes. In a review of cancer family history tools, a
FHH tool was defined as ‘a systematic and coherent approach used to capture and document family history,
appropriate for the clinical setting, with the potential to
lead to decision-making by a clinician’ [7]. While this
draws attention to the ways in which FHH might be captured, it does not address the purposes for which the information might be used. In an effort to expose the complexity underlying FHH collection, we examined the
different purposes for which collection of FHH has been
suggested and identified the general attributes implied
by these uses (table 1). We suggest that this illuminates
important issues for their design, implementation and
evaluation.
The columns in table 1 indicate the purposes to which
FHH information might be put, and rows describe the
general attributes which FHH tools might possess.
This kind of mapping highlights potential differences
between tools with different purposes and provides a
framework to guide issues of design and evaluation of
utility. It recognizes different types, extent or detail of
FHH and other individual information (the ‘information
component’) as well as other necessary components and/
or linkage with other resources. Implementation in practice also needs to consider the target population, how the
tool is meant to fit with clinical activities and the patient’s
life course (e.g. what would trigger its use in a particular
setting), whether the information needs to be updated,
and how much it might demand of professionals in terms
of time and expertise or training.
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Tools Designed to Capture and Store FHH
Information for Future Use: ‘FHH Medical Database
Tools’
This category comprises tools intended to facilitate the
collection and storage of FHH information so that it can
be retrieved at a later date for disease risk assessment [3].
A truly generic medical database tool would need to capture sufficiently comprehensive information to permit a
wide range of purposes (see below).
On the face of it, capturing detailed FHH information
should be fairly straightforward, given enough time and
an appropriate training [8]. It is generally suggested that
FHH medical database tools should be integrated with
electronic or personal health records (EHR/PHR) [9]. A
consensus-based FHH minimum core data set has been
proposed [3], which takes into account the needs for standardization and interoperability between different EHR
systems (online supplementary box 1, for all online suppl.
material see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000336431).
As well as considering the necessary items of information, this proposed data set also highlights the importance of such systems being able to handle unknown or
uncertain data, allowing patients to restrict access to sensitive fields, and of considering confidentiality, privacy
and security issues.
However they are integrated into EHR/PHR systems,
FHH medical database tools need to address important
barriers to use in primary care practice [10, 11]. Most important are the time and resources needed to capture the
data, requiring a consideration of how a tool fits into
practitioner workflow. Thus, while their technical development currently receives much attention [9], the likelihood of accurate, complete and timely data collection will
depend on time pressures in busy practices and perceptions that the benefits are worth the effort. Requiring patients to assemble structured FHH information in advance is a common practice; there is no evidence that this
leads to less accurate information than practitioner-oriented tools, and it may even promote more complete information if patients have time to approach their relatives
to find out more [11]. In addition, asking patients to take
responsibility for data collection could encourage personal ownership of FHH information and, more broadly,
their own health issues.
The medical database approach to FHH collection
may be particularly helpful to multi-professional health
teams, in terms of shared data gathering as well as shared
access. However, it is also possible that the ‘dataset approach’ to FHH may negate its utility for some practitioners. The narrative approaches used in traditional paWilson et al.
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means that a uniform tool may not be realistic: the specific attributes of FHH information and the context surrounding its collection vary by each purpose, raising a
challenge for the clinician motivated to try to integrate it
into routine practice. The goal of this paper is to discuss
these potential uses from a primary care perspective, emphasizing the need to relate design and implementation
to intended purpose. We propose a simple framework
which may be useful in guiding future evidence syntheses, the development and evaluation of new FHH tools
and their effective implementation in practice.

Table 1. Family history tools development and evaluation framework
Attribute

Purpose
FHH medical database

genetic case finding

complex disease risk
assessment

health promotion

family systems
genogram

Target population

All

Clinical suspicion, patient
concern

Large patient groups

All, related to life
course?

All?

FHH information

Core data set

Depends on target condition Simpler?

Sufficient for risk
stratification?

Variable

Other information

Available through
EHR/PHR?

Generally less important

Timing of use

Any. Suited to new
patient intake, PHE

Responsive to concerns, life PHE, clinical suspicion, PHE, opportunistic
stage?
patient concerns

Response to concerns,
life stage?

Need for updating

Yes

Less important

Yes. Linked to PHE?

Less important?

Unclear. Continuing
evolution over time?

Referral/testing guidelines,
CDSS

Clinical practice
guidelines

Effective behavior
change interventions

–

Linkage with other tools EHR/PHR, CDSS
Resources required

Valid data capture tools, Valid risk criteria, time,
efficiency important
confidence

Other clinical
Other health
Family, relationships,
information important information important social, emotional, etc.

Valid risk criteria, time Unclear, relates to
efficiency important
behavior change
intervention?

Time, training

tient charts, while often inaccurate and incomplete [12],
may actually embed useful contextual information and
facilitate meaningful communication with colleagues
[9]. Also, some practitioners may use the process of assembling complex information to help them make sense
of it, in which case it cannot be replaced by a patientspecific list of statistical disease risks or a preassembled
pedigree.
Tools Designed to Use FHH Information in Identifying
Need for Specialist Genetic Assessment: ‘Genetic Case
Finding Tools’
The purpose of genetic case finding is to identify those
individuals whose FHH suggests they warrant referral for
specialist genetics assessment [10, 13]. Such tools may be
generic or disease-specific, and applied to large patient
groups in a screening approach, or more selectively in response to clinician or patient concerns. For example, generic tools may include both lists of genetics ‘pearls’ [14]
or FHH ‘red flags’ (e.g. early age of onset of common disorders, multiple affected relatives, multiple stillbirths, or
spontaneous abortions [14–16]) and tools designed for
application to particular populations, for example, children [17] or pregnant women [18]. Specific disease-oriented tools are exemplified by FHH-based guidelines
such as the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force recom-

mendations for referral for genetic counseling of women
with particular familial cancer patterns [19].
While they vary according to the disease and target
population, the FHH information components of case
finding tools should be those which optimize clinical validity (ability to select patients whose probability of an
underlying genetic predisposition exceeds a given threshold) but are also practical for routine use. The usual signals of possible genetic risk are often simple – not only
number of affected relatives, but also age of onset, lineage
and clustering of different conditions. Designing a ‘red
flag’ tool intended for application to all infants in a busy
well baby clinic would need to prioritize simplicity and
speed of application, whereas tools to be used selectively
in response to individual patient concerns could be more
extensive.
Clinical validity implies that the FHH information
component of case finding tools meaningfully separates
patients who require further action from those who do
not. Evaluating this component requires some agreement
on what constitutes ‘appropriate’ action (e.g. referral to
genetics or high risk clinic), given that the FHH in isolation is unlikely to be highly diagnostic for most people.
This suggests that geneticists and primary care practitioners should collaborate on defining agreed ‘thresholds
for action’, which then form the basis for audit and evalu-
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PHE = Periodic health examination; EHR = electronic health record; PHR = personal health record; CDSS = clinical decision support system(s).

Tools Designed to Use FHH Information in
Stratification of Complex Disease Risk: ‘Complex
Disease Risk Assessment Tools’
In contrast to the case finding approach, complex
disease risk assessment tools use FHH information to
stratify individual disease risk in order to appropriately
target risk reduction interventions. This approach is not
so much concerned with identifying people at possible
genetic risk than in integrating FHH into primary carebased chronic disease prevention and management. Applied to large population groups, even small improvements in risk stratification could translate into more
effective targeting of preventive interventions and
therefore into important absolute gains in population
health outcomes [17, 24]. Complex disease risk assessment tools may be based on FHH alone or integrate
FHH information with other kinds of clinical information. Many chronic disease clinical practice guidelines
mention the importance of family history and some include FHH specifically as part of risk assessment algorithms [25].
184
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Like case finding tools, complex disease risk assessment tools should achieve useful levels of clinical validity:
the ability to correctly stratify individual patients’ risk
levels. It should be possible to evaluate their performance
in terms of sensitivity and specificity, likelihood ratios
and accuracy of risk reclassification. Since these tools are
applied to relatively large patient groups, and may address
multiple conditions, economy of information is important – how much FHH information is ‘good enough’ for
meaningful risk classification when added to standard
risk factor information [1]? The goal of complex disease
risk assessment tools is to promote appropriate, evidencebased clinical actions, such as personal lifestyle advice,
clinical investigations, prescribing guidance, and/or referral for further investigation or specialist assessment.
Referral for genetics assessment may be appropriate, but
not the main focus of the tool.
There is little published evidence on the ‘added value’
of FHH information to standard risk factor assessment.
Hariri and colleagues [26] used cross-sectional self-report national survey data to assess whether FHH was a
predictor of self-reported diabetes status. The results suggested that a respondent’s report of a FHH of diabetes had
a sensitivity and specificity of 73 and 68%, respectively,
for predicting self-report of diabetes diagnosis. Figures 1a
and b show how the test metrics alter when information
on FHH and another risk factor, obesity, are combined.
They illustrate that, if the goal is to maximize identification of affected individuals (prioritizing sensitivity), then
it is logical to classify as ‘positive’ anyone who has a positive FHH, or is obese or both (fig. 1a). In contrast, if the
purpose is to minimize the false-positive rate (perhaps
because of costly diagnostic tests), then a definition requiring a positive FHH and being obese maximizes the
positive predictive value (fig. 1b) [26].
From a practice perspective, complex disease risk assessment tools may not look like ‘family history tools’
because they are, in effect, versions of clinical practice
guidelines. While this might promote their implementation in practice, it emphasizes the need to clarify how
much FHH information is ‘enough information’, how it
is incorporated into disease risk stratification in a valid
way and how this should be reflected in specific clinical
recommendations.
Tools Designed to Use FHH Information to Help
Promote Desirable Health Behaviors: ‘FHH Health
Promotion Tools’
Collecting FHH and using it to personalize risk information for patients is thought to be a useful way to motiWilson et al.
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ation. The notion of case finding suggests a goal of optimizing sensitivity (the ability to detect all true cases).
However, in some situations the purpose may be to select
only those individuals who meet predefined criteria for
risk, to avoid unnecessary harmful or costly intervention
or to ensure that limited clinical resources are not overwhelmed by unmanageable demand [20, 21]. Redefining
genetic case finding as a primary care-specialist ‘interface tool’ emphasizes the importance of communication
and mutual agreement about the goals of such tools within the particular health system; focusing on this aspect
may promote greater clinical utility than confining attention to the specific FHH items for inclusion.
There are many ‘family history tools’ which fall into the genetic case finding category, for example the
GRAIDS software [22]. The proliferation of multiple disease-specific tools is a significant barrier to their uptake
in primary care: even though genetic predisposition may
underlie many common conditions, any single suspected
condition may present infrequently in generalist practice
(e.g. 3–4 times a year for familial breast-ovarian cancer),
and patients often present with more than one problem.
Trials of cancer-specific tools have noted acceptable recruitment rates of primary care physicians, but lower levels of use in practice [22, 23]. The integration of genetics
case finding tools with FHH medical database tools and
EHRs to form rapidly accessible, point-of-care tools may
overcome these difficulties.

vate positive health behaviors [1]. The ‘health promotion’
FHH tool would be designed not only to capture FHH
information, but also use it to facilitate health changes
(lifestyle behaviors, clinical preventive activities and
compliance with recommended treatment). There is very
limited evidence to support the effectiveness of such
tools. The Family HealthwareTM Intervention Trial [27]
showed that self-completion of a FHH questionnaire and
personalized feedback for several chronic conditions led
to small improvements in physical activity and consumption of fruit and vegetables, but not changes in other target health behaviors, although a high proportion of participants were already at their prevention goals at baseline. Other studies of FHH and behavior change have
generally used inadequate study designs [28, 29]. A neglected issue is the apparent ‘black box’ approach to the
psychological mechanism by which familial risk information might alter health behavior [29].
In considering such tools, it is necessary to distinguish
the ‘information’ and ‘behavior change’ components. A
common starting point seems to be an information component that focuses on the FHH items needed for accurate disease risk assessment [30]: this implies that patients
adopt a logical and systematic processing approach to
risk information [31] and that inaccuracies in the risk assessment may undermine efforts to promote behavior
change. This neglects a number of theories which suggest
that the processing of threatening health information has
prominent emotional elements and that people may reach
‘personally believable’ risk assessments which are well out
of line with objective estimates. This is especially important where shared experiences lead to ‘family beliefs’
about risk which defy professional interpretation [32–37].
Thus, a useful FHH health promotion tool might depend
more on incorporating FHH information effectively in
an appropriate behavior-change theory, than on a primary focus on the accuracy of statistical risk assessment.
An alternative strategy for FHH health promotion
tools may lie in translating evidence on successful behavior change interventions from other areas in health research, e.g. physical activity or smoking cessation, rather
than concentrating solely on the accuracy of risk stratification or pursuing a very distinct ‘familial’ approach.
Perhaps uptake and implementation would be more successful if practitioners and patients see such tools as being
about ‘health’ rather than FHH. McBride et al. [38] have
suggested that the ‘motivational potency’ of risk information might be amplified by considering the individual
within the family, i.e. considering the salience of the information and the ‘natural synergies’ which might pro-

Tools Designed to Integrate FHH Information in a
Broader Family Systems Assessment: ‘Family Systems
Genogram’
Originally developed as a tool derived from family systems theory [39], the genogram is distinct from the genetic pedigree [8] in that it incorporates information on
family relationships, dynamics and psychosocial issues
[40]. It has been described as a ‘biopsychosocial family
tree’ that helps reveal ‘important family patterns of illness, disease, and psychosocial problems’ [41]. The purpose of this type of tool is to integrate FHH information
within a broad, inclusive and holistic assessment of a patient as a member of a family to facilitate a deeper and
richer understanding of a ‘family’s past and present attitudes and beliefs about genetic risk’ [42] and to help identify potential issues faced by a patient in dealing with
disease, disease risk, behavior change, compliance with
management recommendations, and communication
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a

Sensitivity (%)

Speciﬁcity (%)

98

29

68
83

73

40

Obese AND
FHH+

b

86

60

Obese only
FHH+ only

Negative predictive value (%)

Positive predictive value (%)
92

Obese OR
FHH+

92

97
42

38
25

22
20

Obese AND
FHH+

Obese only
FHH+ only
Obese OR
FHH+

Fig. 1. Clinical validity metrics for FHH combined with selfreport of obesity for detecting diagnosis of diabetes [26].
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mote and sustain behavior change. This shift in emphasis
offers intriguing possibilities for novel approaches in this
challenging area.

Discussion

Whatever its purpose, a ‘FHH tool’ is a complex intervention, i.e. one which achieves its intended effect through
the combined action of several different components [47,
48]. Each tool needs consideration of its technical com186
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ponents (e.g. specific information items, algorithms/recommendations), its target users (especially their prior
knowledge, skills, attitudes, confidence, etc.), its specific implementation format (e.g. paper, electronic, phonebased), its integration into existing care pathways, and
what is to be done with the ‘output’. Many recent studies
focus on the informational components of FHH, but evidence from well-designed trials is limited and highlights
the need to consider the entire intervention, not just the
FHH content. The user perspective is important because
this affects the quality of data, therefore the validity of
risk analyses. As important is the purpose: FHH tools
will languish largely unused if practitioners do not really
know why they are collecting structured information, do
not know how to make sense of the outputs, are skeptical
about their utility in patient care, are concerned that
there are unacknowledged harms in FHH approaches, or
simply face too many practical obstacles to make it seem
worth the effort to integrate them into their routine practice.
Some of these issues run deeper than simply time constraints or the organization of data collection; they talk
to the need for proponents of FHH tools to be clear about
the value they will bring to colleagues who work in an
often over-stretched system. A tool developer needs to
begin with a clear articulation of its purpose, target user,
factors likely to affect its implementation, and, crucially,
see beyond the FHH component. These issues also need
to be reflected in the evaluation of tools, and the focus on
purposes should link naturally to identification of meaningful outcome measures.
Reviewing tools according to purpose is useful for
underscoring the importance of considering purpose
and attributes, but is nevertheless an artificial separation. The purposes of different tools could often be
served from a common FHH ‘platform’. We have deliberately approached this analysis from a primary care,
generalist perspective, with an emphasis on challenges
in practice and an implicit distinction from specialist
genetics practice. While rejecting the view that effective
continuing medical education is all that is required for
family physicians to keep up with rapidly evolving fields
like genetics, we nevertheless suggest that there are
more similarities between the practice of clinical geneticists and family physicians than is usually acknowledged. Clinical geneticists are also generalists, are often
required to make sense of ambiguous or incomplete information, often form an ongoing relationship with patients, and focus on families as well as individuals. A key
difference between geneticists and family physicians is
Wilson et al.
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with relatives [42–45]. The genogram idea may fit very
well with the perspectives and practices of many primary
care physicians, with its orientation towards integration
of information, attention to psychosocial issues and both
individual- and family-centeredness [44].
The genogram approach has been used by enthusiasts
for several decades and comprises standard pedigree
drawing along with a range of extra annotations to
represent the nature of the personal relationships between family members and freehand comments on
issues viewed as relevant by the practitioner (online
suppl. fig. 1, www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000336431).
If viewed as a method of summarizing and communicating information between health care providers [42],
it requires a common approach to notation. However,
from a counseling perspective, its value may lie in process as much as outcome, i.e. it is in the collaboration
between patient and provider in working through, drawing and populating the pedigree that the less obvious but
important issues emerge. Understood in this way, the
notion of a sufficient and standalone ‘tool’ is inadequate
for this type of FHH intervention, where the ‘doing’ is
part of the tool.
Although the genogram has been available since the
1980s, it has not been subject to rigorous evaluation
through well-designed controlled trials. This detailed approach to data collection, and the implication of a counseling approach in its construction, suggests an element
of initial training, and a nontrivial demand on consultation time if used comprehensively. Even with clear evidence of benefits, and despite its consonance with familycentered primary care [46], the wide implementation of a
genogram-based approach would face a significant barrier in the time commitment it demands. It also represents a notion of FHH which is entirely different from
the systematic, ‘rational’ quantitative process implied
in some of the tools described above. Greater clarity is
needed on what benefits the genogram approach might
bring if used systematically as an enhanced approach to
FHH in primary care, a discussion which might profitably be linked to the discussions of the other FHH tools
above.

in the priority given to FHH as a diagnostic approach.
Usually without technically sophisticated tools, geneticists develop a unified FHH ‘platform’ for each patient
and use it for a range of purposes: genetic case finding,
identifying special risks of complex disorders and encouraging decision-making to promote health. The formal use of the family systems genogram may be uncommon, but many of its attributes are part of the standard
of care in genetic counseling.
In conclusion, we suggest that ‘one size does not fit all’,
that there are several different uses to which FHH information may be put and that FHH tools have attributes
which must vary according to these different purposes.
We propose a framework which points to the need for
thoughtfulness about the components of tools beyond the
FHH information items and beyond a primary purpose
of risk stratification. We suggest that looking outside the

field of genetics, for example to cognitive psychology,
may offer productive ways forward. Although one generic tool may not be capable of achieving all purposes, we
believe that efficient platforms could be developed which
facilitate multiple uses of FHH information in primary
care settings.
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